
0. Statistics 

This survey contains 436 positions and 131.0 nautical miles of hydro
graphy, covering 12.2 square nautical miles. No tide gages were 
operated for this survey, and no bottom samples were taken. See 
Section D for information on the Martek cast., 

P. Miscellaneous 

The main scheme sounding lines were extended to cross the Pt. Mackenzie 
Range. A crossline was also run along the Range. ')though the water 
depths at the Range appear adequate for large shipping there is no 
comfort margin to the northwest of the Range. Additional sounding lines......
were run to the southeast of the Pt. Mackenzie Range to verify an unob
structed waterway for shipping that will be forced to transit southeast 
of the Range. 

Tidal correctors applied to the field sheets were provided by the project 
instructions. They were based on predicted tides from Anchorage. .,.,.,-· 

TIME: -30 min. on high water 
-42 min. on low water 

HEIGHT: The ratio for range/height is 0.91 

Q. Recommendations 

-

This survey is complete and adequate for charting however due to the Cd4cur 
apparently rapid shifting of this shoal and importance of this waterway See q/so 
it is recommended that this area be resurveyed on a yearly basis to rea,,•1nuv1d-
determine the rate of movement of the shoal and if the shoal is moving . ~1c;J,1~:_~ 
back and forth on a seasonal basis. To do tnis would require scheduling ,,-
the work in the spring or in the fall as this survey was midsummer. Also, 
given the severe rate of sediment transport in this general area it would 
be beneficial to resurvey the other shoal areas near the shipping channels 
that lie between Fire Island and the Port of Anchorage. 

R. Automated Data Processing 

Data acquisition and processing were accomplished as outlined in the 
Hydrograph i c Manual {4th edition). P.MC Oporder, and the PMC Data Require- ltl"' 
men ts Memo. A 11 processing was performed with the use 'of the NOS Hydro~ 
plot system and its standard suite of software programs. 

s. Reference to Repor~~ 

For additional information concerning the .Miniranger baseline calibration 
data refer to the Electronic Control Report, OPR-P114-RA-80. --
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